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The Other Girl of Boleyn was published in 2001 by Philippa Gregory, an author who consecrated himself to one of the most famous historical writers of the Tudor period. After the release, which was a resounding success, the book was adapted into an HBO film and seven years later will star Natalie Portman, Scarlett Johansson and Eric Bana. Currently, the
Tudor Court series consists of nine books, six of which have been published in Brazil. Books do not follow the chronological order, so I will talk briefly about them here, in order of their publication. Sister anne Boleyn - 2001 Resounding success, the book was loved by readers of historical novels and odidby historians around the world. A depraved image of
Anne Boleyn in favor of her sister Mary, the book has a number of historical errors worthy of an Oscar. The question here, in my opinion, is not to tell the untold story but to change the facts to make the historical person more interesting. The book, as most people know, tells the story of the dispute between the Boleyn sisters over King Henry VIII. The book,
which begins in 1553, tells the story of Hannah, a young woman who has the gift of predicting the future and joins the Tudor court through Robert Dudley to spy on Princess Mary Tudor. There Hannah meets the Ardoriocatole queen, and her sister Elizabeth often roots and prays for her future. This book tells an untold story: through Hannah we know the story
of a Jewish family who was forced to flee Spain. To be able to work with her father, Hannah dresses like a boy and then is hired as a court fool. Virgin Lover - 2004 Mixing historical facts with (many) time rumors, the book tells the novel of the virgin queen, Elizabeth, and her married friend, Robert Dudley. Behind this love triangle, factions take their seats in
court: Protestants, priests, murderers and diplomats. The book is not highly recommended for those who dislike the romance of Water with Sugar: with one of the worst reviews in Gregory's series, the book often portrays Elizabeth as a selfish and destructive weakness, Dudley with selfish and destructive ambitions and poor Amy with devotion that sometimes
comes to be stupid and pathetic. The author's historical omissions are sorely lacking: Amy was very well educated and was Robert's real estate manager - moreover, in 1559 she spent a month living in London, attending court. Following the 1950s line, here Elizabeth is portrayed as a weak woman who is intimidated by the ambitious man she is in love with.
Loyal Princess - 2005 this is probably the only Gregory novel I have read and loved as a historian. The book, still with historical errors, tells the story of the Spanish princess Catherine of Aragon, from her childhood in Spain to her marriage to Arthur Tudor, ending her participation in the Legatino Court, shortly before her forced separation from Henry VIII. If
they had been completed, all Catherine's lines would have been a lie, and Henry VIII would have been right all the time. And that's what this novel is about: that a young couple actually completed their marriage, and that Catherine would decide to hide it for the rest of their lives. When Arthur realizes that he will not survive the disease, he orders Catherine to
marry his brother, to become the queen of England, which he always dreamed of. Thus, Catherine is derinada to follow her husband's orders and fulfill her destiny in England. Probably the part that I liked the least was the end - I didn't find it interesting to jump straight into the King's divorce, I thought it was too hasty and might have been better to end with
Henry's marriage - since the takeover issue was much discussed already at the time. Anne Boleyn's Legacy - 2006 Is a book whose title can be a bit misleading. He speaks not of the story after Anna Bohlen, but of the king's two other marriages: Anna Clives and Catherine Howard, as first-person, and Jane Rochford, whose testimony was sent by her
husband, George Bolin, and her sister-in-law, Anne Bolin, to her death. It was one of the novels that sanctified Jane Rochford as the greatest gossip court of the Tudors. I liked this novel for treating Ana de Clives as the vast majority abroad - an adult woman, but very innocent about the world and without the slightest interest in English fashion, which
ultimately makes her the target of mismean court comments. On the other hand, Katarina Howard's portrait is a classic: a girl in love, a young court, who eventually falls into the king's bed - and makes fun of some courtesans. Sexual scenes, maidens, lack of discussion about politics and historical context make this novel a fantastic addition to the Tudor
series. Another queen - The 2008 Last book in the series, published in Brazil, the book was published as the untold story of Mary, queen of Scotland: Philippa Gregory presents a new and unique vision of one of the most intriguing, romantic and irritating heroines in history. It is logical that the book is far from the new vision of the queen. But in any case, the
novel tells the story of George Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury, and his domay wife, Bess de Hardwick, who believe that getting the earl's queen, Mary Stewart, in their home, can bring you an edge in court To their horror, they realize that their home is becoming the epicenter of battles and uprisings against Elizabeth. Written from the perspective of Maria and her
two jailers, much of the writing is expository, reflecting the thoughts of the characters, with little dialogue and action. This is one of the book's biggest criticisms - although the three viewpoints worked in Anne Boleyn's legacy, here they change so often that it can be hard to keep up. Six books are sold in a box on Amazon for $47. The Tudor Court series
continues with three other books: The Taming of the queen, published in 2015, which tells the story of Katharina Parr; The three sisters, the three queens, published in 2016 that ocnta the story of Margaret Tudor, Maria Tudor and Catherine of Aragon, three friends (?), who became queen of England, Scotland and France; and the Last Tudor, scheduled for
August 2017. The latter will tell the story of the nine-day queen Jane Gray. If it is published in Brazil, it will be the first book about this queen, published in Portuguese. For all his historical and chronological errors, I believe that Gregory's novels served his purpose to tell and spread the story of the Tudors to a large number of people who had never heard of
Anne Boleyn before his novels. Especially here in Brazil, I see many comments that only learned the history of this monarch through her novels. Posted by: Bru Fernandez - Filed in: Book Releases: The Crusade (#02) Series: Trilogy of Brotherhood Author: Robin Young Translation: Francisco Innocencio Buy: Hail Culture Naughty Sheet Amazon Will
Campbell is a Templar knight preparing for war. But he is also a member of Anima Temple, popularly known as the Brotherhood, a secret society within the Knights Templar whose goal is to strengthen peace. Posted by Monique Marie and filed in: Releases On Your Social Network, Gully's entry released the cover and summary of the first book in the Order
of Darkness series. The replacement of Philip Gregory is expected to arrive at bookstores in Brazil this April. The publisher also made available the first chapter to read just click here. Replacement - Endowed with Beauty and Posted: Bru Fernandez and Filed in: Releases Check Out Serial Books, which record publication released in May: Book: The
Widower's Dance (#02) Series: Tres Navarre Author: Rick Riordan Buy: Saraiva Culture Singer Miranda Daniels makes a literally successful murder in Texas Concert Halls. His producer and one of his band members were killed, posted: Bru Fernandez and filed in: Releases of Philip Gregory, queen of historical romance, presents the third book in the series
War of Cousins that addresses the bloody period of England's history: The War of the Two Roses. This is the culmination of the Hundred Years' War, and the English territories in France are under the Jacquetta Luxembourg has no idea what posted: Bru Fernandez and filed in: News Books series War Cousins received new covers with the characters
adapting the series, which is due to premiere soon on the BBC/Starz, The White queen. Which one is your favorite? Click here to see all the large sizes of skins. Fun Curiosity: Max Eyroeyers, who played Jared Howe in the adaptation of Mistress, makes a z...
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